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1. Introduction

The once underappreciated role of metabolism in cancer

The past years have seen research efforts into the metabolic aspects of cancer
reinvigorated. This renewed attention is not very surprising, as we do not
yet understand why the metabolic make-up of highly proliferative cells is so
different from that of their healthy counterparts. Among the most prominent
differences is the Warburg effect, the tendency of many cancers to forgo the
oxidation of glucose, even when they have enough oxygen available [1]. In
addition, recent discoveries of regulatory functions of metabolites and meta-
bolic enzymes [2,3] suggest a previously underappreciated role of metabolism
in oncogenesis.

In the study of the Warburg effect, significant progress came from the dis-
covery of mutations and alternative splice isoforms of metabolic enzymes [4],
as well as from the elucidation of regulatory pathways that are dysfunctional
in cancerous tissue [5]. Recent data even indicates that metabolism can also
influence signaling dynamics, which is in contrast to more classical views that
suggest that signaling networks are in full control of metabolism. Evidence for
these regulatory interactions include the discoveries that certain small organic
acids have additional roles as allosteric effectors of signaling molecules [6, 7],
and that some metabolic intermediates act as phosphate donors for protein
kinases. The latter phenomenon can influence the phosphorylation of target
proteins [3], or directly alter their function [2].

These new discoveries illustrate that the interface between metabolism and
signaling is not strictly one-way. Nevertheless, the signaling machinery tradi-
tionally receives more attention in the context of cancer. Disturbed signaling
networks are pivotal in all of the hallmarks of cancer that were originally pro-
posed by Hanahan & Weinberg in 2000 [8], and under normal circumstances,
signaling networks are tightly regulated. However, mutations in key signal-
ing proteins can lead to overexpression of oncogenes and silencing of tumor
suppressor genes, which can result in deregulation of the entire signaling net-
work. Examples of over- or underexpression of signaling proteins leading to
dysfunction are as numerous as they are detrimental [9]. For instance, tumor
suppressor p53 is known to be mutated or deleted in more than 50% of hu-
man cancers [10, 11], and amplification of the epidermal growth factor family
member gene HER2 (human epidermal growth factor receptor 2, also known
as ErbB2) has been found in 20-25% of all breast cancers [12], as well as in
other cancer types like gastric cancer [13]. Additionally, several members of
the PI3K/Akt signaling pathway and the MAPK/ERK signaling pathway are
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often found to have mutations in cancer [9]. Both pathways are initiated by the
activation of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs) and G protein-coupled receptors
(GPCRs) by their respective ligands, and can trigger downstream responses
that lead to proliferation and cell survival.

Although on paper it may seem that alterations to the signaling machinery
can by themselves explain the cancer phenotype, decades of experience with
hit-or-miss therapeutic interventions that target signaling components speak
to the contrary. Moreover, whereas every other paper about cancer starts by
remarking that the disease is “multifaceted” or “complex”, very few of these
papers actually deal with more than one facet. Especially aspects that are as
broadly defined as “metabolism” and “signaling” are seldom viewed from an
integrative perspective, and as a result, the interface between these domains is
poorly understood. However, in recognition of the necessity of gaining such
understanding, “reprogramming of energy metabolism” was added to the list
of cancer hallmarks when it was recently revised [14].

Here, we will discuss the reciprocal relationship between signaling and
metabolism in the context of cancer, as well as the computational techniques
that can be employed to elucidate the intricacies of these large domains. First,
let us look at both domains separately.

Oncogenic adaptations of core metabolism

Very generally speaking, metabolism is reponsible for the conversion of what
the cell finds in its environment to what the cell needs to function or reproduce.
“What the cell needs” is a very broad definition, and it could range from
the production of ATP, amino acids, and lipids for maintenance (or for the
production of biomass), to the storage of carbohydrates in the form of glycogen,
or to the performance of some function that is expected of that particular cell
(type). The latter category includes e.g. hormone production by glandular
cells, detoxification processes in the liver, or ATP production by muscle cells
that require this energy to contract when they are asked to. Proliferation places
a great demand on the production of biomass components (and energy to put
them together), and consequently, cancer cells display increased metabolic
activity. However, even though this distinctive phenotype of cancer cells was
first described almost a century ago [1], it has mostly managed to stay below
the scientific radar – until recently. Recent research efforts have picked up this
topic and identified many alterations of core metabolic enzymes in an attempt
to explain the Warburg effect. After decades of research, there is still no single
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1. Introduction

satisfying explanation, but we will give a brief overview of the most prominent
current views in this section.

Is metabolism a subordinate or a major player?

Otto Warburg envisioned metabolism at the center of it all. His hypothesis
for the observation that cancer cells forgo the full oxidation of glucose in the
TCA cycle in favor of a quick 2 ATP per glucose by producing lactate [15] was
that cancer cells do not have functional mitochondria anymore [16]. With the
advent of modern molecular biology and the subsequent shift in focus towards
genetics, this view of metabolism as the driving force behind cells becoming
cancerous has been surpassed by one in which metabolism is subordinate to
signal transduction cascades and transcriptional regulation.

Viewing cancer cells as cells where a single runaway system can steer the
entire cellular machinery towards unchecked replication may seem elegant
(albeit not very robust), but can we be sure that this is the whole story?
Some fairly recent insights suggest metabolism plays a more central role.
For one, famously, enhanced anaerobic metabolism is a common feature of
fast-growing cancers [17], but also of unicellular organisms growing at high
substrate availability (e.g. the Crabtree effect in S. Cerevisiae [18] and the
“bacterial Crabtree effect” in E. Coli [19]). Thus, cancer’s low-energy yield
aerobic fermentation of glucose into lactate may reflect a mammalian metabolic
program that is also used by healthy proliferating cells. The recently renewed
interest in cancer metabolism has led to knowledge of various individual
adaptations that contribute to the Warburg effect, and this knowledge can be
used to shed light on such fundamental issues. We will review these insights
below.

A metabolic perspective on the Warburg effect

Perhaps the most prominent example of glycolytic enzyme dysregulation in
cancer is pyruvate kinase (PK), the final enzyme in glycolysis (see Figure 1.1A).
In many cancers, the dominant form of PK is its embryonic splice variant,
known as pyruvate kinase M2 (PKM2) [20]. PKM2 can form either homo-
dimers or -tetramers [20]. The tetrameric form, which is the predominant form
in differentiated cells, has a high affinity for its substrate phosphoenolpyru-
vate (PEP), and exemplifies that PKM2 is not restricted to cancer cells [21].
In contrast, dimeric PKM2 is much less efficient at converting PEP to pyru-
vate than its tetrameric and non-embryonic counterparts [20]. Interestingly,
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Figure 1.1: (A) In normal situations, glucose (primarily) flows towards pyruvate which is then
converted by PDH to acetyl-CoA, which subsequently enters the TCA-cycle to produce energy
andor metabolic intermediates. (B) In cancerous and other highly proliferative tissues, a different
situation occurs. PDK phosphorylates PDH, inactivating it and cutting off flow towards the TCA
cycle. Pyruvate and the metabolites upstream of it accumulate and can be converted to amino
acids, or to other biomass precursors in the pentose phosphate pathway. Flux through the majority
of these pathways is controlled by the demand side (i.e. the rate of biosynthesis) and cannot be
considered “overflow metabolism”; instead, superfluous carbon or ammonium are secreted in the
form of lactate and alanine, respectively. Meanwhile, the TCA cycle is fueled by glutamine and
yields αKG or oxaloacetate (OAA), which can in turn be used in amino acid synthesis.

the formation of PKM2 tetramers is interfered with by phosphorylation of the
Y105 residue of the protein [22]. This phosphorylation is common in human
cancers [22], and consequently, the “inefficient” dimeric PKM2 is often found
in cancer cells.

The decreased substrate affinity of dimeric PKM2, compared to tetrameric
PKM2 or regular PK, presents a paradox: how can cancer cells have increased
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1. Introduction

glycolytic flux and enhanced lactate production if the final step of glycolysis
is being slowed down? One explanation is the simultaneously enhanced
expression of multiple glycolytic enzymes in cancer cells. Indeed, transcription
factors with such broad impact on metabolism are known, and we will discuss
them in detail in a later section. On a more theoretical note, the impact
that individual enzyme activities have on pathway flux has been extensively
studied within the theoretical framework of metabolic control analysis (MCA)
[23]. In this light, the fact that PKM2 can have lower activity while the pathway
flux increases, suggests that pyruvate kinase does not control flux through the
pathway, and that mutations in this enzyme serve another purpose.

Metabolic enzymes and intermediates have alternative roles in
cancer

In spite of these insights from MCA, one functional consequence of dimeric
PKM2 that has been suggested is that it causes congestion in the glycolytic
pathway, with the build-up of glycolytic intermediates eventually overflowing
into other pathways, such as anabolic routes that lead to the formation of
building blocks for amino acids, nucleotides, and more (Figure 1.1B) [20]. This
hypothesis, known as “overflow metabolism”, goes against metabolic control
logic: As the flux through glycolysis is much higher than through anabolic
pathways, and glucose is not limiting in most cases, one would expect “control
by demand” (as shown by detailed supply-demand analyses carried out by
Hofmeyr and colleagues [24], and explained in Box 1). In such a system the
product of a biosynthetic pathway inhibits the first step of that pathway to
make sure supply matches the demand for the product — a design commonly
observed for e.g. amino acid biosynthesis. If anabolism would drain glycolytic
intermediates, the high flux of glycolysis should simply be able to replenish
these pools very effectively. Consequently, the flux through a biosynthetic
pathway originating from glycolysis is expected to be regulated through “pull”
by the demand side, not by “push” from the supply side (Box 1).

Box 1: Supply and demand in metabolic control analysis

With respect to any biomass precursor, one can view the reactions that produce that
metabolite as “supply”, and reactions that use it to form biomass as “demand”.
Under homeostatic conditions, the fluxes (J) through supply and demand are
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equal, and the concentration of the biomass precursor does not change. Typically,
the reactions that produce, say, an amino acid from a glycolytic intermediate, are
highly sensitive to their own product, causing production of that amino acid to
be inhibited unless it is used up by other (demand-side) reactions (Figure 1.2A).
As a consequence, the flux through the supply reactions (v1) should be unaffected
by the glycolytic intermediate concentration, and the only way to increase flux
through the pathway is by increasing the demand (v2): this causes the amino
acid’s concentration to decrease and reduces the inhibition of v1. This is illustrated
in Figure 1.2B: If demand (v2) increases, supply (v1) will be able to match it, while
the amino acid’s concentration may be affected slightly to mitigate its inhibition
of v1. However, trying to increase flux through v1 by increasing the glycolytic
intermediate concentration is ineffective, as the rate of v1 drops rapidly with
the resulting increased amino acid concentration (Figure 1.2C). Supply-demand
theory theory is reviewed in [24].

In bacteria, glycolytic intermediates have been suggested to act as “flux
sensors” that help determine the metabolic status of the cell. For instance,
high fructose 1,6-bisphosphate levels appear to indicate a high glucose flux
state [25]. A build-up of glycolytic intermediates, such as the one we would
expect to be caused by an inefficient enzyme at the end of the pathway
(e.g. dimeric PKM2), could entail a slew of allosteric interactions that tell the
cell what (not) to do. For instance, in tumor cells, the glycolytic intermediate 3-
phosphoglycerate (3PG) has been shown to inhibit 6-phosphogluconate dehy-
drogenase, an enzyme in the pentose phosphate pathway [26]. 2-phosphoglycerate
(2PG), which is one enzymatic step “downstream” of 3PG, in turn provides
feedback control of 3PG levels by activating 3-phosphoglycerate dehydroge-
nase [26]. Similarly, 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate (1,3BPG) can spontaneously react
with select lysine residues in proteins to form 3-phosphoglyceryl-lysine, a pro-
cess that can result in the inhibition of glycolytic enzymes [27]. These phenom-
ena are not limited to glycolytic intermediates: The TCA cycle intermediates
succinate and fumarate have been shown to affect glycogen synthesis by al-
losteric interactions with glycogen synthase [27]. These and hundreds of other
known allosteric interactions are collected in the “Allosteric Database” [28], a
useful resource and an apt illustration of the extent to which these mechanisms
extend their influence.

Although the above could make metabolism seem self-contained and self-
regulating, it is still strongly dependent on external checks and balances. For
instance, if pyruvate is not converted to lactate, it can enter the TCA cyle
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Figure 1.2: Supply and demand in metabolic control analysis. The legend for this figure is included
in Box 1.

after being converted to acetyl-CoA by pyruvate dehydrogenase (PDH, Fig-
ure 1.1A). As the link between glycolysis and the TCA cycle, PDH is not
only subject to transcriptional regulation, which is relatively slow (minutes
to hours), but it can also be phosphorylated by PDH kinase (PDK), which
reduces PDH’s activity and is a much faster mechanism (seconds). Having the
activity of PDH reduced significantly restricts flux from pyruvate to acetyl-
CoA, and thus from glycolysis to the TCA cycle [29]. PDK has four known
isoforms, of which two important ones (PDK2 and PDK4) are regulated by
peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor γ (PPARγ), which is technically a
nuclear receptor, but can also be considered a nutrient signaling transcription
activator in this context [30]. PDH kinase 1 itself can also be directly phospho-
rylated, which enhances its activity [31]. Thus, unsurprisingly, alterations to
PDH and the machinery that phosphorylates PDH are also commonly linked
to cancerous phenotypes [31].
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The TCA cycle sustains the production of biomass, but not of energy
in cancer cells

Downstream of glycolysis, contrary to Warburg’s initial hypothesis, most can-
cer cells do possess functional mitochondria, although the relative fluxes of
the substrates entering the TCA cycle are often different between cancerous
and healthy cells (see e.g. [32]). Notably, cancer cells are known to rely heavily
on glutamine for sustaining their metabolism, to the point that many cancers
depend on the availability of glutamine to survive [33]. After glutaminoly-
sis, in which glutamine is converted into glutamate and glutamate is in turn
converted into alpha-ketoglutarate (αKG; also known as 2-oxoglutarate), the
glutamine-derived αKG can be used to produce amino acids (histidine, pro-
line, and arginine) and the antioxidant peptide glutathione, or it can enter the
TCA-cycle [20]. Recent work suggests that de novo production of lipids in can-
cer cells almost exclusively uses glutamine-derived carbon [34], and that the
TCA cycle runs in the direction of reductive carboxylation (the opposite of ox-
idative phosphorylation) to make this carbon available as acetyl-CoA [35, 36].
As enhanced proliferation is contingent on the availability of lipids and amino
acids, it is likely that cancer cells have to maintain at least a basal level of
TCA cycle activity to survive, with oxygen-dependent energy production a
convenient side-effect of this rather than a primary goal. Accordingly, lactate
formation reduces the cells’ reliance on the availability of oxygen: (abundant)
carbon can be “wastefully” metabolized to produce 2 ATP per glucose, while
preserving oxygen for use by other cellular processes.

Functional and biochemical perspectives combined: overflow
metabolism

So what happens if glucose is not fully oxidized? There are several views on
this, but what they have in common is that the blockage of TCA entry (by
the inhibitory phosphorylation of PDH) forces the cell to look elsewhere for
the energy it requires. With the main carbon supply of the TCA cycle cut off,
the cell must resort to increasing the glycolytic flux to produce sufficient ATP
to support maintenance (and growth). This has a number of consequences.
Famously, the large quantities of carbon that the cell imports must go some-
where, and the most commonly observed solution for this is the secretion of
lactate [1]. The production of lactate from pyruvate does not use or produce
ATP, but it does defray the NADH investment that is made upstream in the
glycolytic pathway (Figure 1.1B). The production and secretion of lactate to
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1. Introduction

rid the cell of carbon and alanine to rid the cell ammonium are examples
of what is known as “overflow metabolism”, which is commonly consid-
ered to be a feature of fast-growing cancers [17]. As described above and in
Box 1, it is unlikely that increased concentrations of glycolytic intermediates
can “push” flux into biosynthetic pathways, as control of these processes is
usually demand-driven [24]. Therefore, fluxes towards biomass components
cannot be considered overflow mechanisms, although they are often elevated
in proliferating cells.

It is still slightly paradoxical that inhibition of PDH and pyruvate kinase
can lead to an enhanced glycolytic flux, but in part, control by demand and
negative feedback can explain this. Upon PDH inactivation, lactate formation
at a mere 2 ATP per glucose is the major source of ATP. Given this much lower
yield, at the same glycolytic flux and unaltered ATP demand, ATP would
quickly drop to unhealthy levels. As glycolysis responds to ATP demand
(e.g. the enzyme phosphofructokinase is particularly sensitive to the energy
charge [37]), glycolytic flux will increase via allosteric feedback mechanisms,
strictly at the metabolic level. However, as enzymes get saturated and thus
have an inherently limited capacity, the expression levels of these enzymes
must increase if the cell is to sustain its enhanced glycolytic flux – and glycolytic
flux must be quite high to make up for the diminished ATP yield of this
pathway when lactate is the end point. Kacser et al. showed that to increase
a flux through a pathway several-fold while maintaining metabolite levels at
more or less constant levels, multisite modulation (the regulation of the levels
of multiple enzymes in a pathway, as opposed to regulation of a single “key”
enzyme) is required [38,39]. In the extreme case, in a linear pathway, doubling
all the enzyme levels at once would double the pathway flux without changing
any metabolite level. In cancer cells, hypoxia-inducible factor 1α (HIF1α) can
achieve this in its role as a master regulator of glycolytic enzyme expression [40]
(see below).

Pyruvate is a central molecule in metabolism, and it can be used for more
than fueling the TCA cycle or producing lactate: Among other things, it can
also act as a precursor for the amino acids alanine and serine. Alanine is often
secreted by cancer cells [41,42], which may be a mechanism to get rid of excess
nitrogen via a harmless amino acid with minimal carbon content, instead of
via the toxic ammonia. Serine, in contrast, is not secreted, but its synthesis is
still often increased in cancer compared to healthy tissue; this is particularly
notable in breast cancer cells [32]. Of course the amount of serine that can
be put into protein production must still be proportional to the other amino
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acids, so any excess serine must go somewhere else. Indeed, a link between
the biosynthesis routes that produce serine and αKG was observed in the same
study [32]. Alternatively, serine can be converted to the amino acid glycine
in a one step enzymatic process that also yields a one carbon unit to folate,
which is required for proliferation [43]. Interestingly, serine is also an allosteric
activator of PKM2 [44], and a relationship between PKM2 activity and serine
and glycine consumption was recently reported [44]. In this study, researchers
showed that deprivation of both amino acids from colon cancer cells leads to
inhibition of pyruvate kinase activity and reduced lactate production, as well
as increased mitochondrial citrate production [44].

Similarly to serine, the role of glycine in cancer is not fully understood, al-
though new technologies offer tantalizing insights. In a recent study, metabo-
lite profiling of a panel of 60 human cancer cell lines [45] indicated a surpris-
ing correlation between glycine consumption and cellular proliferation rates,
apparently signifying that glycine requirements exceed the endogenous pro-
duction capabilities of rapidly proliferating cells. Accordingly, the enzymes
involved in the mitochondrial glycine biosynthetic pathway were found to
have high expression levels, but more importantly, breast cancer patients with
high expression levels of these enzymes (SHMT2, MTHFD2 and MTHFD1L)
had higher mortality [45].

Expanding our view to include the rest of core metabolism, studies indicate
substantial flux into the pentose phosphate pathway [46, 47] to produce nu-
cleotide and amino acid precursors as well as NADPH, an energy source driv-
ing many anabolic/biosynthetic processes, and – potentially more important –
a substrate for the reduction of reactive oxygen species. A final carbon sink of
note is αKG. Intriguingly, in addition to its familiar roles as a TCA cycle inter-
mediate and amino acid precursor, it also interacts with prolyl hydroxylases
EGLN1-3 to destabilize the transcription factor HIF1α [48]. This transcription
factor steers cells towards a Warburg-like metabolism if left unchecked [49],
and we will discuss it in detail in the next section.

The influence of signaling pathways on metabolic regulation
in cancer

The relation between signaling and tumorigenesis has been extensively stud-
ied, but even so, we are far from having a comprehensive understanding of the
signaling network like we do for metabolism [50]. In this sense, it is illustra-
tive that the means by which the signaling network and the metabolic network
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1. Introduction

are connected have started receiving attention only very recently [14, 51–54].
Though the full list of signaling proteins that influence metabolism is exten-
sive, in this section we will highlight the ones that appear the most important
in the context of cancer.

HIF1α is a key signaling molecule in the regulation of metabolism

As its name implies, hypoxia-inducible factor 1α is normally active in cells
that undergo hypoxia. It regulates many genes involved in tumorigenesis,
such as those governing angiogenesis, metastasis and invasion, genetic insta-
bility and, not surprisingly, glucose and energy metabolism [40]. In energy
metabolism, HIF1α is known to regulate the expression of most glycolytic
genes, including hexokinase 1 and 2 (HK1 and HK2), enolase 1 (ENO1), pyru-
vate kinase M2 (PKM2), and lactate dehydrogenase A (LDHA) [55, 56]; it also
regulates the transcription of pyruvate dehydrogenase kinase 1 (PDK1) and
glucose transporters GLUT1 and GLUT3 [57] (Figure 1.3).

But HIF1α is not always active: In the presence of oxygen, hydroxyla-
tion of proline residues targets the protein for proteasomal degradation [52].
This process cannot take place under hypoxic conditions, as the hydroxyla-
tion reaction utilizes oxygen as a cosubstrate [52], so HIF1α is rescued from
degradation when there is no oxygen. Interestingly, some prolyl hydroxylases
are αKG-dependent [7], effectively enabling feedback from the TCA cycle to a
regulator of core metabolism. Conversely, prolyl hydroxylases can be inhib-
ited by 2-hydroxy-glutarate, which is produced from αKG by mutated forms
of isocitrate dehydrogenase (IDH1/2), a TCA-cycle enzyme [58, 59] (Figure 4).
Furthermore, even in the presence of oxygen, lactate and pyruvate have been
shown to cause HIF1α accumulation [5], which implies the existence of an in-
triguing (and dangerous!) feed-forward loop from (aerobic) glycolysis to the
machinery enhancing it. This situation where HIF1α regulates metabolism,
while metabolism regulates HIF1α, leads to the question of which of the two is
in charge – but while we currently have quite some knowledge about HIF1α’s
antics, a clear-cut answer to this question still lies beyond our reach.

Since HIF1α plays such a pivotal role in the regulation of metabolism and
influences practically all enzymes in glycolysis, it should not be surprising
that it also has oncogenic potential. Indeed, mutants of the protein have
been reported that have enhanced stability in aerobic conditions, compared to
wild type HIF1α [60]. Another means of oxygen-independent preservation of
HIF1α is through mTOR (mammalian Target Of Rapamycin)-induced protein
synthesis, which occurs in multiple tumor types (Figure 1.3) [61]. Deregulation
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1. Introduction

of mTOR, and the subsequent synthesis of HIF1α, can be caused by loss of
function of PTEN (phosphatase and tensin homolog) or by HER2-induced
overexpression, among other causes [55].

PTEN is an important tumor suppressor, whose surrounding signaling
network has received much attention [62]. It is also a confirmed target of the
microRNA miR-21 [63], one of the archetypical oncomiRs [64]. We discovered
that the isoform landscape of this miRNA, which was previously thought
to be of little consequence, is a product of a novel regulatory mechanism
which can induce the degradation of miR-21 (Chapter 2). This additional
layer of regulation offers the cell more fine-grained control over its regulatory
apparatus, but complicates matters further for those intending to understand
it.

The rerouting of metabolic flux to a less oxygen-dependent mode fits well
with HIF1α becoming active under hypoxic conditions, but metabolism is not
the only cellular function HIF1α tunes towards low-oxygen conditions. Re-
cently, the protein was reported to promote angiogenesis by enhancing the
transcription of the microRNA miR-210 [65], and of the chemokine recep-
tors CXCR4 and CXCR7 (C-X-C chemokine receptor types 4 and 7, respec-
tively) [65–67]. CXCR7 is activated by CXCL12 (C-X-C motif chemokine 12,
also known as SDF1α), the same ligand that activates CXCR4, but in contrast to
CXCR4, the signal transduction pathways downstream of CXCR7 are poorly
understood. However, their coordinated regulation by HIF1α suggests the
interesting possibility of the two receptors working in harmony, e.g. by pro-
moting angiogenesis in response to hypoxia. Indeed, in a high-throughput
reverse phase protein array (RPPA) time course study, we found many signal-
ing intermediates that seem to be affected by both receptors. This is described
in Chapter 3.

Alterations in the transcription factor c-Myc contribute to
mitochondrial function and glutaminolysis

Similarly to HIF1α, the transcription factor c-Myc is involved in the regulation
of several glycolytic genes, including hexokinase 2 (HK2), enolase I (ENO1),
lactate dehydrogenase A (LDHA) and phosphofructokinase (PFK) [68] (Fig-
ure 1.3). It is often altered, amplified, or chromosomally translocated in cancer:
By estimation, increased c-Myc expression contributes to the cause of at least
40% of all human cancers [68]. Furthermore, c-Myc transcriptionally activates
genes that increase mitochondrial biogenesis and mitochondrial function [53].
In addition to upregulating the glucose transporter GLUT1 [69], c-Myc is
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known to directly induce the expression of glutamine transporters SLC5A1
and SLC7A1, and thus to also play a role in the regulation of glutaminoly-
sis [70]. Interestingly, the same study showed that c-Myc is able to repress the
expression of microRNAs miR-23a and miR-23b, and to thereby increase the
levels of glutaminase 1 (GLS1) and contribute to another layer of control on
glutaminolysis (Figure 1.3).

Since c-Myc and HIF1α seem to activate the same set of genes, one may
wonder whether they do this concurrently and whether they are able to reg-
ulate and interact with one another. Interestingly, both are true. When c-Myc
is overexpressed it cooperates with HIF1α to alter cellular metabolism and
upregulate glycolytic enzymes [71]. Conversely, HIF1α is also known to an-
tagonize c-Myc function by interacting with Myc-associated proteins, whereas
its family member HIF2 seems to collaborate with c-Myc rather than to oppose
it [71].

Signaling enzymes and transcription factors are intimately intertwined to
allow for fine-grained control, but this can make it difficult to assign a single
role to a single actor. For instance, much like p53, liver kinase B1 (LKB1)
is known for its activity as a tumor suppressor, but also for connecting cell
growth and energy metabolism by directly activating AMP-activated protein
kinase (AMPK) [72]. AMPK acts as a sensor of intracellular ATP, ADP and
AMP levels, and can serve as a central metabolic switch by promoting the gen-
eration of ATP by catabolic pathways and inhibiting anabolic pathways [73].
It can induce acute metabolic changes by phosphorylating specific metabo-
lic enzymes, but it also exerts control on metabolism by modulating enzyme
transcription [74]. Interestingly, AMPK is able to control cell growth and tu-
morigenesis by suppressing mTOR dependent transcriptional regulators [74],
thus providing feedback from energy metabolism to the cell growth machinery.

On the interface between signal transduction and metabolism

As we noted above, metabolism is traditionally described in literature as a
simple subordinate to signaling. But there are various ways in which metabo-
lism influences signaling, ranging from allosteric interactions by metabolites
to unexpected signaling functionality of metabolic enzymes. We will list the
highlights of this emerging field here.
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1. Introduction

Metabolic intermediates can allosterically affect signaling

The most straightforward way for a metabolite to influence a process it does not
itself participate in is through an allosteric interaction with the enzyme that cat-
alyzes the reaction. While such interactions are abundant and well-studied in
the case of metabolites influencing metabolic enzymes [28], common metabo-
lites have also been shown to allosterically interact with signaling enzymes.
For example, glutamine-derived αKG from the TCA cycle has been shown to
activate mTORC1 through interactions with prolyl hydroxylases [7, 75] (Fig-
ure 1.4). Similarly, p53 activity has been reported to be suppressed by increased
glucose metabolism [76]. Although this suppression appears to coincide with
the expression of the glucose transporter GLUT1 and hexokinase [76], the
precise cause is yet unknown.

Furthermore, lactate and pyruvate, important metabolites in core metabo-
lism, have been shown to induce the accumulation of HIF1α [5]. The specific
mechanism underlying this is currently unclear, but we do know that lactate
can inhibit prolylhydroxylase 2 activity, and thereby stabilize HIF1α [77]. This
was only observed in normoxic oxidative tumor cells and not in tumor cells
with a Warburg-phenotype. Another recently described mechanism by which
metabolites can influence signaling or even act as signaling molecules them-
selves is through metabolite-sensing GPCRs [78]. As such a sensor exists for
lactate, this offers the interesting possibility for cancer cells to send signals to
themselves by secreting lactate or other “waste products”, such as alanine.

A major challenge at this point is that current knowledge about these
interactions is of a qualitative nature. Quantitative (kinetic) data, such as
those available for allosteric interactions in metabolism, will greatly aid our
understanding of the interplay between metabolism and signaling, as they
can be used to quantify the responses to various stimuli at a high resolution.
However, unfortunately, straightforward assays of transcription factor or sig-
naling enzyme activity are not yet available, which makes the study of this
“upstream” feedback a technological challenge as well as a conceptual one.

Signaling molecules and metabolic enzymes can modulate each
other through phosphorylation

Feedback from metabolism to other modules is not limited to allosteric inter-
actions, as even metabolic enzymes may have functional significance in the
context of signaling. Recently, phosphoenolpyruvate (PEP) was shown to not
only provide its phosphate group to ADP to yield ATP in the “normal” course
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1. Introduction

of glycolysis, but to also function as a phosphate donor in enzyme-mediated
reactions that phosphorylate other enzymes [2]. In this context, PKM2 has
been shown to act as a (signaling) kinase that phosphorylates STAT3 [3], and
PEP has also been shown to be involved in the phosphorylation of phospho-
glycerate mutase 1 (PGAM1) in PKM2 expressing cells [2]. Both observations
support our suspicion that the significance of PKM2 lies in the signaling rather
than the metabolic realm (Figure 1.4).

PKM2 is not alone in this sense: Other metabolic enzymes have been
shown to have so-called “moonlighting activity” as well. Notably, GAPDH
has long been known to act as a phosphatidylserine-binding protein with a
role in membrane fusion [79], and enolase has been detected on the cell surface
where it may have a role in sensing plasminogen [80]. In a similar vein, various
other metabolic enzymes, including PKM2 itself [81], LDHA [82], and the PDH
complex [81] can be phosphorylated, but the functional significance of these
modifications varies from enzyme to enzyme.

For example, hexokinase (HK) can be phosphorylated by a variety of pro-
teins in a variety of species, inducing a wide range of effects. Phosphoryla-
tion of serine 14 in yeast affects HK2 shuttling between the nucleus and the
cytoplasm [83], hexokinase phosphorylation in frog increases the enzyme’s
substrate affinity and activity [84], and HK2 phosphorylation by Akt protects
against the consequences of ischemic injury and oxidative stress in murine
cardiomyocytes [83].

Another illustration of the wide range of effects of enzyme phosphorylation
is found in phosphofructokinase 2 (PFK2). Normally, this enzyme phospho-
rylates fructose-6-phosphate to yield fructose-2,6-bisphosphate, which in turn
allosterically activates PFK1, an important main-branch glycolytic enzyme
(Figure 1.1A). PFK2 can be phosphorylated by Protein Kinase A, inactivating
it [85], but phosphorylation of a different amino acid residue by AMPK instead
activates the enzyme [86].

If the above shows anything, it is that simply listing the knowledge that
exists on various network components will not get us very far towards under-
standing said network. Modeling these components as an integrated system
is an obvious remedy, and several methods to accomplish this are available,
each with its own benefits and drawbacks. While the work described in later
chapters of this thesis makes use of a broad spectrum of modeling options,
genome-scale stoichiometric models constitute the bulk of the modeling effort
we present. Stoichiometric modeling is generally considered to be the only
feasible option for modeling metabolism on the genome scale, and we shall
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Figure 1.5: Simple metabolic network consisting of three reactions, three external metabolites (S,
P1 and P2) that act as source or sink, and one internal metabolite (X).

describe it and its place in the spectrum of modeling options in detail in this
next and final section.

Genome-scale metabolic models: their place in the spectrum
of modeling options

Two opposing strategies have been generally employed to model biological
systems. The so-called “bottom-up” approach focuses mostly on the very
detailed description of the different components of the system, while the “top-
down” approach looks for (uneducated) correlations between different vari-
ables of the system. Genome-scale metabolic models can be seen as a “middle-
out” strategy because they first delimit the genomic pool of the system, and
from there model the potential interactions of these components.

It should be clear that all modeling strategies are suitable for specific tasks,
but have limited capabilities for others, and so it is important to understand
the possibilities, limitations and underlying assumptions before embarking on
any of them. The direct comparison of genome-scale metabolic models with
other modeling approaches places them in the spectrum of modeling options,
and helps understand their value.

Bottom-up (kinetic) models versus genome-scale metabolic models

The structure of a kinetic model is actually quite simple. Suppose we have a
simple system with two branches (Figure 1.5).

We often assume an environment in which S is some infinite source with
a constant concentration (often referred to as an external metabolite [87, 88]),
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1. Introduction

e.g. glucose in the bloodstream, or a nutrient in a chemostat. Similarly, P1 and
P2, the products of this pathway, have constant concentrations and are also
external metabolites. X is an internal metabolite, the concentration of which
depends on the rates of production and consumption. In mathematical terms,
this can be described as:

dX
dt

= v1 − v2 − v3 (1.1)

The rates of the enzymes, vi, are a function ( f ) of the kinetic parameters p
(e.g. Michaelis-Menten constants Vmax and Km values) and concentrations of
the metabolites, in this case:

Vi = f (p,X,S,P1,P2) (1.2)

Thus, Eq 1.1 is a differential equation, the solution of which is a function
that describes the time-course of the concentration of X, i.e.:

X(t) = f (X0,p,S,P1,P2) (1.3)

The X0 indicates that the actual behaviour is dependent on the initial con-
centration of X. Since the rates depend on p, S, P1 and P2, so does X. If X is
computed at each time point, Eq 1.2 can be solved to find the rates of all the
enzymes in time, i.e. vi(t). Thus, such kinetic models can be constructed and
validated through time-series of metabolites and flux measurements.

Detailed kinetic models can be used to explore the dynamics of a system,
as well as the control structure of a pathway [89]. Once a model is available,
parameters and conditions (such as the concentration of S in our example) can
be altered to study biologically relevant properties, such as bistabilities [90],
oscillations [91], and robustness or homeostasis [92,93], just to mention a few.
In a practical sense, this understanding makes it possible to predict which
steps to enhance, or which feedbacks to remove, for a particular modification
of the pathway’s behavior (e.g. enhanced production of a valuable product, or
improving a diseased state). But even though there are examples of successful
applications of these types of kinetic models [94, 95], they face some serious
limitations.

First, the kinetic parameters p are very rarely available for all enzymes in
a pathway, although databases such as BRENDA [96] and Sabio-RK [97] are a
great help. However, these kinetic parameters are often measured at different
or non-physiological conditions, such as at the optimal pH of the enzymes,
instead of the physiological pH. As a result, it remains quite controversial to
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what extent the in vitro kinetics reflect the in vivo kinetics [98]. An alternative
to the in vitro kinetic parameter determinations is to estimate “in vivo kinetic
parameters” from time courses of metabolites after short time-scale perturba-
tions of the metabolic network [99–101]. Parameter estimation is a field onto
itself, and not an easy task. We refer to a recent review on the topic [102].

Second, kinetic models necessarily represent relatively small, isolated me-
tabolic pathways. Since these pathways are embedded in a large metabolic
network, the boundary conditions, i.e. the exchanges of information with the
rest of the system, become critically important to the success of the model
predictions. It was shown that including the boundaries explicitly, even with
uncertain parameter values, can improve the predictive power of the model
outcome [103]. Several approaches have been described that take the uncer-
tainty in kinetic parameters explicitly into account, generating an ensemble of
model outcomes that can be inspected for robust and more uncertain model
predictions [104–107]. Eventually such new approaches, together with further
developments in metabolomics research and computing power, may substan-
tially increase the size of systems for which kinetic models can be constructed
by reverse engineering [108, 109]. However, at the moment these approaches
scale poorly, and genome-sized ones are still a long way ahead.

Genome-scale metabolic models, on the other hand, do cover the total me-
tabolic potential that is encoded in the genome of an organism, but this comes
at a cost. They share with kinetic models the structure, i.e. the stoichiometry
of all reactions, but they leave out (almost) all of the kinetic details. This
is possible because many pathways, such as the one depicted in Figure 1.5,
when analyzed over a sufficiently long time will reach a steady state, i.e. a
state in which all internal metabolites will be balanced by the producing and
consuming reactions. In our example, this means that, in steady state:

dX
dt

= v1 − v2 − v3 = 0 (1.4)

Eq 1.4 basically states that the concentration of X is constant in time, as it
is balanced by its production and consumption rate. When the kinetics of the
reactions are known, we can compute the steady state concentration of X, and
the steady state rates through the enzymes, which we then, in steady state, call
fluxes:

X(t→∞) = Xss = f (,p,S,P1,P2) (1.5)

Vi,ss = f (Xss,p,S,P1,P2) (1.6)
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LegendBA

Solution space

Capacity constraint (v1)

Capacity constraint (v2)

Capacity constraint (v3)

Extreme pathways

Figure 1.6: Illustration of the concept of solution space, and how mass-balance and capacity
constraints result in a bounded space of possible flux states. (A) The steady state solution space
is two-dimensional (a plane), because there are three unknowns (3 fluxes) and 1 equation: the
mass balance of X, i.e. Eq. 1.4. This plane stretches out to all directions, but is depicted only in
the positive quadrant for comparison with panel B. The arrows represent “extreme pathways”,
basis vectors that span the solution space, see [111] for a review on the topic. (B) Specific capacity
constraints on the fluxes v1, v2, and v3 turn the plane into a bounded space within which all
feasible flux states should lie. For each flux we have set capacity constraints, 0 ≤ vi ≤ vi,max.

Eq 1.4 leads to a set of linear equations that link the rates vi with each
other, which does not require the parameters p, S, P1 and P2. However, to
truly predict the rates vi or the steady-state metabolite concentration from the
conditions defined by S, P1 and P2, one does need this kinetic information, as
specified in Eqs 1.5 and 1.6. Via Eq 1.4 we only look at steady-state stoichio-
metric interrelationships between (steady-state) fluxes, nothing more. This
difference with kinetic modelling is crucial for understanding the limitations
of the analyses of genome-scale metabolic models discussed later on. Im-
posing steady-state relationships between rates (referred to as mass-balance
constraints [110], for obvious reasons), constrains the possible states the sys-
tem can be in only with respect to fluxes through the network, also referred to
as the solution space (illustrated in Figure 1.6).

The other type of constraint used in genome-scale metabolic modeling, is
called the capacity constraint. Such constraints also have a link with kinetics,
as they represent any limitation that can be imposed on individual rates. Such
limitations can be measured Vmax values that form an upper limit through the
reaction catalyzed by the enzyme. More often, it contains a constraint on the
directionality of a reaction, i.e. the assessment whether a reaction can work in
both directions under the physiological range of metabolite concentrations that
is assumed (or sometimes measured) in the organism under study [112–114].
Mass balance and capacity constraints together limit the solution space of all
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possible flux distributions (Figure 1.6).
The analysis of genome-scale metabolic models, applying mass-balance

and capacity constraints, is collectively named constraint-based modeling.
Note that a detailed kinetic model will predict a specific steady state with
fluxes that lie inside the solution space of the corresponding stoichiometric
network [115]. Leaving out the kinetic details in constraint-based modeling
comes at the cost of being able to predict the space of feasible states, but not
the specific state. Also, information about the sensitivity of the steady state to
parameters changes, as well as the trajectory by which this state is reached, is
not available through stoichiometry alone.

Top-down (biostatistical) models versus genome-scale metabolic
models

Despite the -omics data explosion, it is clear that for true systems-level un-
derstanding, the abundance of relevant data, unfortunately, is matched by an
abundance of less relevant data. This has to do with the inductive and open-
ended nature of the typical -omics experiment. There is nothing wrong with
this (well, a little perhaps [116]), and especially when done in a systematic
way with good experimental design, there are good methods to turn data into
knowledge [117, 118]. Statistics-based data analysis often gives qualitative
interaction networks, or candidate components (genes, transcription factors,
metabolites) that are calculated to be related to the phenomenon under study.
For many applications this may be sufficient, because these leads can be fol-
lowed up by validation experiments. Also, the -omics data can simply be used
for diagnostic purposes in biotechnology, for example to indicate a particu-
lar limitation or stress during a fermentation process [119, 120], or to predict
likely outcomes of cancer treatment [121], just to mention a few of the many
applications of recent years.

Attempts to enhance the purely statistical analyses by integrating different
data sets and a priori knowledge lie within the realm of integrative bioin-
formatics. We will not make an attempt to give a full account on that field,
but focus on where metabolic information was, or can be, used for integra-
tion. The construction of genome-scale models starts from the genome: using
bioinformatic approaches, the sequenced genome is scanned for regions that
encode proteins with enzymatic activity [122–124]. Based on the presence of
such genes, and supplemented with known biochemical and physiological
information, putative metabolic pathways can be inferred. Thus, genome-
scale metabolic models do not only contain reaction information (as was used
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above in comparison with kinetic models), but also the often many-to-many
relationships between genes, proteins and reactions [123]. The mapping of
genes to proteins and to reactions allows for integration of these levels. Tran-
scriptome data (gene level) can be mapped on metabolic maps in this way,
providing a visual, metabolic context for the interpretation of the transcrip-
tome data [125, 126]. By visual inspection, this may give leads to parts of
the metabolic network that are regulated. For instance, the need for CO2 in
fermentations of L. plantarum was identified in this way [127].

A computational counterpart of visual inspection was developed as re-
porter metabolites for proteome or transcriptome data [128]. In these analyses,
the differential expression of reactions that produce or consume a particular
metabolite is scored for each metabolite, and compared to an expected score
(based on chance alone). Those metabolites, whose surrounding reactions
change significantly, are then reporters for metabolic effects. CO2 would be
such a reporter metabolite in the L. plantarum example above. Reporter reac-
tions are computed in a similar vein from metabolome data [129].

Also, the metabolic association of genes, via their mapping to the reaction
network, has been used for functional association tests. Thus, genes close to
each other on the metabolic map were found to have a stronger correlation
in gene expression. Using constraint-based modeling, via the so-called flux
coupling analysis [130], this relationship was resolved with a much higher
functional resolution [131,132]. The key to this higher resolution is the appre-
ciation that two reactions in series in a linear pathway are stoichiometrically
fully coupled, whereas two reactions diverging from the same metabolite (such
as reactions 2 and 3 in Figure 1.5) are uncoupled, i.e. they can carry flux in
steady state independently from each other [132].

Thus, genome-scale metabolic models provide a “context for content” [133],
and they are very useful in -omics data integration, especially when results can
be visually interpreted (Chapter 5). Reconstructions of other networks, such
as transcription regulation networks [134], signal transduction networks [135]
or the translation machinery [136], allow for further extension of top-down
analyses in which biological data is integrated in a systematic way.

Flux balance analysis: the work horse of constraint based modeling

In many of the applications of genome-scale models, flux balance analysis
(FBA) is used, and this is by far the most popular constraint-based modeling
technique [137] (for a more extensive primer on FBA, we refer to [138]). FBA
uses optimization of a certain objective function to find a subset of optimal
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states in the large solution space of possible states that is shaped by the mass
balance and capacity constraints (see above, [110, 138]). We purposely state
subset of optimal states, because the flux value of the objective function is
unique, but the pathway distributions that give this optimal flux value may
not be. One who is interested in the set of flux distributions that give rise to an
optimal value of the objective function can perform a Flux Variability Analysis
(FVA) to check the uniqueness of the flux distribution [139]. FVA maximizes
and minimizes each reaction rate in the network at the optimal objective flux
value: The resultant range in fluxes gives an indication of how flexible the
network is in reaching the optimum.

Flux balance analysis basically tries to find a state (or sets of states) that
maximizes (or minimizes) some desired flux or linear combination of fluxes.
The approach is an optimization technique, and hence it implies that the
modeled system (e.g. organism) behaves optimally (by evolution). This may
limit the understanding of how microorganisms behave in experiments, as
they may not have had time to adapt to the environment. There are three
ways to deal with the optimality issue.

First, the optimality issue can just be ignored, simply because one does
not care about a specific, quantitative prediction. For example, one may want
to know whether the model can produce biomass, or some compound, not
necessarily how much. This goes for (synthetic) lethality predictions, and
predictions of evolution of metabolic networks.

Second, we can allow cells to adapt to their (constant) environment by
laboratory evolution experiments. Aiding this approach, FBA can be used
to predict evolutionary engineering outcomes, which may be guided by in
silico analysis of specific deletions to enhance productivity [140, 141]. It also
provides optimal yields with which experimentally obtained yields can be
benchmarked.

Third, extensions to FBA have been proposed to circumvent the need for
evolution, notably MOMA (minimization of metabolic adjustments [142]).
MOMA requires a well-defined reference state, and then tries to predict the
response of the network to a perturbation (change in external conditions, dele-
tion of a reaction) by assuming that the network is robust. Technically, it tries
to minimize the (Euclidian) distance between the reference flux distribution
and the new solution space (which has changed by the perturbation). In our
experience, the major problem with MOMA is that it weighs all fluxes equally
with respect to biological relevance, which is not very likely to be correct.
Moreover, the response is dominated by high fluxes. Thus, MOMA predic-
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tions in our hands do not produce proper specific predictions of fluxes, but it
has been useful to see if a certain perturbation is likely to cause severe growth
problems even though the optimal FBA solution seems fine (for an example,
see [143]).

ROOM (Regulatory On/Off Minimization) has been proposed as an alter-
native that does not suffer from these issues, as it is limited (by design) to
turning fluxes “on” or “off” in an attempt to mimick regulatory activity in
the cell [144]. However, it too does not see extensive use (its ample citations
are largely from technology-oriented papers, a quirk shared by many other
systems biology papers), perhaps because an attempt to study a mathematical
representation (FBA model) of a biological system using another biological
model (the ROOM extension, or MOMA for that matter) seems too far-fetched
compared to solving a mathematical issue using mathematics.

In this light, it is also interesting to mention CoPE-FBA (Comprehensive
Polyhedra Enumeration FBA), which is an example of the latter approach, and
enables more general statements about the optimal flux space [145]. Specif-
ically, CoPE-FBA has shown that in many biological systems that seem to
have highly variable solution spaces, this variability is due to a rather small
(indeed: manageable!) number of components. Components that might oth-
erwise have been lost in a forest of flux values can then be followed up on in
an attempt to understand their biological relevance to the system.

Clearly, these computational analyses of metabolic networks cannot be
performed by hand, and Microsoft Excel — the biologist’s staple — does not
scale to the genome level. This need for community-wide standards and
specialist software has resulted in the development of a standard language for
describing metabolic models (SBML [146]), as well as in software facilitating
their analysis (e.g. PySCeS [147] and the COBRA Toolbox [148]). We have
expanded on this work by producing several tools that (further) facilitate the
manipulation and visualization of genome-scale models. As this is described
in detail in Chapters 4–5 of this thesis, we will not go into the topic of software
here.

FBA predicts rates only through yield maximization

If one does want to optimize a model to obtain specific flux distributions, how-
ever, one requires a sensible objective function, and here some confusion and
controversy has arisen in the literature. In a recent study, different objective
functions were tested for the extent to which they could predict actual flux
states under different conditions [149]. The study demonstrated that different
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objective functions were needed to describe the flux states under different con-
ditions. Notably, under energy (or carbon) limitation, optimization of biomass
yield appeared to be the best objective function. This is in line with earlier
studies in which the biomass formation function was taken as objective to
predict functional states [150].

However, many microorganisms and cancer types display overflow me-
tabolism, which is a wasteful lifestyle in terms of ATP generation and conse-
quently, biomass yield. This behavior cannot be predicted by FBA, because it
predicts rates through optimal yields. It could only be described by including
additional capacity constraints on the oxidative phosphorylation pathways in
the corresponding metabolic networks [151, 152].

It is important to fully appreciate the point that FBA predicts rates through
optimal yields, and not rates directly. If we take our example from Figure 1.5,
and suppose we want to maximize the production rate of P1 from S, we may
formulate the FBA problem as:

max v2

given :

mass balance constraint:

v1 − v2 − v3 = 0

capacity constraints:

0 ≤ v1 ≤ 10

−∞ ≤ v2 ≤ ∞

0 ≤ v3 ≤ ∞

(1.7)

The solution is easy in this case: v1 should be 10, v2 should be 10, and v3

should be 0. But note that the rate of v2 is fully dictated by the constraint on
v1. We could write the rate of v2 as:

v2 = v1 · YP1,S (1.8)

where YP1,S is the yield of P1 on S (1 in this case). Since v1 is fixed by the
capacity constraint, the only way to maximize v2 is to maximize the yield; this
is also fixed in this simple case, but this is not so in larger systems where the
capacity constraint is always required to bound the problem. For larger, real
genome-scale models, this argument therefore remains [88]: Since the solution
space is bounded by an input flux, FBA finds an optimal objective flux by
optimizing the yield on the incoming substrate. Hence, if in a model there
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are two options to make ATP from glucose, fermentation (low ATP yield)
and respiration (high ATP yield), optimization of ATP production rate will
necessarily be achieved by respiration. Therefore, when applying biomass
optimization in FBA, the underlying biological assumption is that biomass
yield maximization was the strategy through which the organism has reached
its fitness. It is clear that there are also other strategies that lead to fitness,
and hence, the validity of FBA, using biomass yield as objective function, is
organism and condition specific [149, 153, 154].

Applying genome-scale models to the study of cancer

Before we can fully appreciate the value and validity of biomass equations
in genome-scale applications, we must first assess the value and validity of
these applications in general. The use of GSMMs in the study of cancer
got underway only fairly recently (in 2007) with the publication of a first
reconstruction (“Recon 1”) of human metabolism [155], although the state of
technology had been ready for it for a while at the time. Other genome-
scale models of human metabolism also appeared around this time, e.g. the
Edinburg Human Metabolic Network (EHMN) reconstruction [156], and a bit
later the liver-specific HepatoNet1 reconstruction [157]. While their usefulness
goes undisputed, they never attained the popularity of Recon 1.

HepatoNet1 did mark a trend towards the generation of tissue-specific
metabolic models. Ironically, while HepatoNet was extensively manually
curated, subsequent studies of tissue-specific models employed automated
approaches to create models and make statements about the function of specific
cell types (e.g. INIT [158], mCADRE [159], and Recon 2 [50], the successor
to Recon 1). The value of these automatically generated models turned out
limited outside the scope within which they were created, and they saw limited
to no reuse after publication. Nevertheless, the availability of “complete”
models of human metabolism enabled a multitude of studies of human cellular
physiology health and disease, and cancer was an obvious research topic this
new generation of models could be used for.

For instance, Recon 1 was combined with information on targets of existing
drugs, to investigate combinations of drugs that could specifically target cancer
cells based on the disease’s metabolic properties [160]. Other studies delved
into the properties of the Warburg effect at a scale that used to be infeasible,
by looking at the concentrations of external metabolites and the implications
they could have on the internal flux distribution [45]. With some extensions to
the FBA framework, even strictly metabolic explanations of the Warburg effect
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were proposed [161, 162]. Though interesting in their own right as additions
to the repertoire of FBA-related techniques, results of this approach have not
been universally accepted as conclusive answers to the Warburg conundrum.
One could question whether their authors even intended them to be: As we
discussed above, it is likely that the workings of the Warburg phenotype
include both metabolic as well as signaling components.

In any case, the approaches outlined above are illustrative of the broad
array of research questions that is included in the scope of genome-scale stoi-
chiometric modeling in the context of cancer. But tacitly, an unasked question
underlies the current GSMM cancer modeling effort. The choice of biomass
production as an objective function largely goes uncontested [163], but for
some reason, so do the contents of the biomass equation. While there are
often no suitable alternatives to the former [163], the latter is subject to a pe-
culiar custom where, when an experimentally determined biomass equation
is lacking, an amalgam of partial biomass compositions from various (related)
species is employed. Examples of this can be found in the biomass equations
that were included in various (and otherwise very helpful) reconstructions of
human metabolism [50, 164]. In these models, data from human, mouse, rat,
and dog were used in various combinations. Other models of human metabo-
lism omit the biomass equation altogether, citing a lack of data and/or a lack of
necessity [155,158]. To start ending this impasse, we set out experimentally de-
termine of the biomass composition of human leukocytes and leukemia cells.
Armed with this first “fully human” biomass equation, we can then assess the
quality of earlier FBA results, and determine the relative importance of the
accuracy of the biomass objective function. The results of this endeavor are
described in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

Aim and outline of this thesis

It should be clear by now that the biology of cancer has many interconnected
facets. In systems biology, we aim to take a step back and study the bigger
picture, to see how it all fits together, but typically end up studying only a
single subpart in detail.

In this thesis, I instead describe the study of several (sub)systems that
contribute to cancer. By starting at microRNA-mediated regulation, a high
level of abstraction, and moving via signaling to metabolism and growth, the
eventual goal of many signaling processes in cancer, we encounter examples
of most of the systems that make the difference between health and disease.
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1. Introduction

Specifically, in the case of microRNAs, we looked at the properties and
implications of the miR-21 isoform landscape, which we characterized using
next-generation sequencing (Chapter 2). In Chapter 3, we then apply a sys-
tems biology approach to a more traditional signaling challenge: elucidating
chemokine signaling pathways that are thought to govern cancer progression
on the regulatory level.

The step between these systems and growth is metabolism, but to ade-
quately study metabolism and growth from a genome-wide perspective, ad-
equate tools for dealing with genome-scale models must first be available.
In Chapter 4, we describe the development of FAME, a web-based tool that
allows the manipulation, simulation, and visualization of these large models.
In Chapter 5, we present a comprehensive, interactive, and extensible map of
metabolism, the availability of which is instrumental in the interpretation of
metabolism-related data – in our case, modeling results.

Then, in Chapter 6, we can apply these tools to study the impact of the
composition of human biomass to the modeling of human (cancer) cells. Our
experimental determination of the biomass composition of human leukemia
cells allows an unprecedented insight into the consequences of this systems
biological staple on modeling results, and on their relationship to the system
under study. The thesis is concluded by a General Discussion, in which these
chapters are viewed in the context of the current state of the art in systems
biology, and in the context of the path towards a better understanding of
cellular function in health and disease.
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